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TIMING IS EVERYTHING
When it comes to pricing an alternative
investment portfolio … timing is everything.
If you are responsible for pricing a portfolio of alternative investments at a fund of funds, family oﬃce, or other
institution, you probably spend a lot of time thinking about returns, valuation date, data quality and pricing source.
A good model in which to organize all this information allows you to report the appropriate results to your portfolio team,
your fund accounting team, and your investors. Without a clear model, your organization invariably spends more time
than it should debating the returns and variances.
In this paper, we present a model for valuation timing that will enable you to incorporate a uniﬁed understanding of the
topic across your organization.

FRAMING THE DISCUSSION
A clear vocabulary around valuation timing and data quality are ﬁrst steps in articulating and addressing the challenge of
valuation of alternative investments.

Primary areas that warrant attention include:
• Valuation Data Quality, Estimates vs. Finals
• Net vs. Gross returns
• Timing of manager valuation relative to the
		 timing of your own fund’s valuation

DATA QUALITY
Hedge funds and private equity funds may provide pricing sporadically during the month, followed by a month-end
estimate valuation and later by a month-end ﬁnal valuation. Mid-month estimates come weekly, if at all. Month-end
estimates come 1 – 15 days after month-end, and month-end ﬁnals arrive anywhere from 5 days to 6 months after the
month. As an investor, you need to note the quality of any price you collect, and be prepared to account for any interim
prices you have used in striking your own Net Asset Value (NAV).
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NET OR GROSS OF FEES?
Managers or their administrators often send estimates as gross returns, and month-end ﬁnal valuation as net returns or
balances, after charged and accrued fees. If you are given gross returns, you may consider doing your own calculation of
the fees in order to use net valuation for your own NAV. This involves tracking high-water-mark and fee structure on each
lot, which is not a trivial task.

TIMING RELATIVE TO YOUR NAV
Final manager prices may come to you in a timely manner so that you can allocate unrealized income to the correct
investors, but they can also come after you have already closed your fund for the month. Closing your fund on manager
estimates creates challenges around investor allocations, manager performance tracking, and subsequent period
transactions.

Investor Allocations
Invariably, you will book late-price income or losses in a period later than when it was incurred, so you need a clear
policy on how you allocate this drift income or loss to investors.

Manager Performance Tracking
If you compare managers to peers or to benchmarks, then you should track the manager’s true performance for each
month — which is now diﬀerent from your accounting view if the fund closed with estimates. True performance should
be based on the manager’s ﬁnal valuation.

Subsequent Period Transactions
Transactions, e.g. subscriptions and redemptions, are based on the manager’s closing ﬁnal price, not on the estimate
you used to close your fund. For instance, if you book a redemption in the subsequent month, it cannot be at the
estimate price with which you closed your books, but rather on the ﬁnal price which the manager published as their NAV.
You need to account for this discrepancy before processing transactions.
If ﬁnal pricing for a fund is received three months after month-end, and you have since closed the period and reported
performance, one could argue about the relevancy of such a price – but let’s leave that discussion for a subsequent
paper.
While there is no single right way to handle valuation timing, a fund must have a consistent valuation policy with
corresponding operational process, supporting technology that implements the policy and procedures, and transparent
reporting to its investors.
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PRICE DRIFT REPORTING
Timing issues around valuation necessitate
insightful reporting to understand the eﬀects
on your portfolio, investors, and manager returns.
The pricing discrepancy between estimates versus ﬁnal is referred to as drift. The timing issues around valuation
necessitate insightful reporting on price drift across time.

MANAGER DRIFT
Manager-drift tracks how a manager’s estimates compare to ﬁnal valuations. A historical view of manager-drift identiﬁes
managers who consistently have unreliable estimates, and identiﬁes if the manager ﬁnal comes in time for the ﬁnal fund
NAV, or as a future month true-up.

PORTFOLIO DRIFT
Portfolio-drift tracks valuation changes between two NAVs for your own fund. For example, if a fund strikes its estimate
ﬁve days after end of month (EOM+5), and its ﬁnal NAV at EOM+25, a portfolio-drift view shows the investments that
changed value and how much each one contributed to the overall change in the fund’s NAV.
© 2016 Backstop Solutions Group, LLC
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ACCOUNTING DRIFT
Accounting-drift tracks the diﬀerence between the accounting and portfolio view of valuations. A manager’s true return is
the change from last month’s ﬁnal to this month’s ﬁnal, regardless of the valuation you used when closing your own fund.
Your accounting view of that manager’s return is based on what you booked in the current month, given your dates for
closing your own books.
An accounting true-up drift report provides a clear explanation for any diﬀerences between a manager’s published return
and your accounting return for that manager. Prior period drift is booked in the current month, and manager currentperiod performance is booked as drift in following months. The net of these two drifts identiﬁes any material diﬀerence
between what you booked, and what the manager earned.

TECHNOLOGY TO TRACK DRIFT
Backstop Accounting’s (Previously Cogency) fund accounting and portfolio management solution for fund of funds,
family oﬃces and other multi-manager investors is designed to handle the complexity of pricing described herein.
Cogency supports many key features around valuation, including:

Price Quality
Backstop Accounting stores the data quality with every position price, and allows any number and sources of prices to
be tracked for each position and each period.

Portfolio Snapshots
Backstop Accounting automatically takes a snapshot of all prices used in a fund valuation, so you always have accurate
documentation of the prices and data qualities used to strike a NAV.

Post-Close Price True-Up
Backstop Accounting allows you to book post-close valuation true-up in subsequent periods, identifying it as a true-up
of a speciﬁed prior period.

Sequenced Transactions
Backstop Accounting allows you to sequence investment transactions, and automatically applies true-up income before
any redemption transactions.

Customizable Price Drift Reports
With all of the above information stored in a secure and centralized database, you can now run all manner of drift reports
to understand the eﬀect of timing on your portfolio, your investors, and on the manager returns you track.
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CONCLUSION
Firms with portfolios of alternative investments
must implement consistent standards to handle
the diﬀerences in valuation timing.
Valuation timing will be an ongoing challenge to investors of hedge funds and private equity funds. It is part of a healthy
dialogue that shapes the ongoing evolution of how the market invests.
The nature of the underlying investments will always create diﬀerent valuation timings – the long/short hedge funds may
report ﬁnal valuation within 10 days, while distressed hedge funds or private equity funds will likely continue to report
ﬁnals far beyond month-end.
Firms with portfolios of alternative investments must implement consistent standards to handle these diﬀerences with
regards to their own NAV, their performance reporting vis-à-vis benchmarks, and their portfolio analysis. This paper
identiﬁed many of the relevant issues around valuation timing – it is up to investors to choose a process and technology
that helps address them.
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ABOUT BACKSTOP SOLUTIONS
Backstop Solutions Group is the leading provider of a comprehensive cloud-based productivity suite of solutions for
the alternative investment industry, including hedge funds, funds of funds, pensions, endowments, foundations, private
equity firms, consultants, and family offices. Founded in 2003, Backstop pioneered the industry’s first cloud-based
software that helps firms in the alternative investment management industry achieve greater business agility. Backstop’s
comprehensive suite of solutions includes Backstop CRM, Backstop IR, Backstop Research, Backstop Portfolio,
Backstop Portal, and Backstop Accounting. With offices across the United States and in Europe and Asia, Backstop
now serves over 700 firms worldwide, making it one of the fastest growing software providers in the financial services
industry. For more information visit, www.backstopsolutions.com. Or get LinkedIn with us!
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